
 

C100 Coin Sorter
[C-C100]

 Your Price: $235.95
 

Prices and specifications are subject to change. Click the link to
view the latest information: C100 Coin Sorter

Counting and sorting coins is fast and easy with the Cassida C100 coin counter/sorter. Easy
to use, it fits in with any business environment.

Just fill the 1500-coin hopper (dimes) and let the machine sort and count for you while you concentrate
on more important tasks. Come back to find all your coins accurately counted and separated into
individual bins with a detailed report including the total counted value and the subtotal value of coins
counted for each denomination.

Batching and adding Any batch quantity from 1 to 500 can be individually set for each denomination.
The Cassida C100 stops and alerts you when any denomination completes the preset batch. The
denomination and the amount of coins counted will be displayed on the screen. Total counted value is
automatically displayed on the screen as the machine counts, allowing you to stop the machine should
you need a specific total value.

The C100 interface contains a clear, easy-to-read, multi-functional 7-digit LED display with large
buttons that make any coin processing task simple and comfortable.

Features

Counts up to 250 coins per minute
Hopper capacity: 1500 coins (dimes)
Coin bin capacity: Up to 900 coins (dimes)
Counts pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters
Batching range: 0-500 coins; Adding range: 0 – 999,999
Operating modes: Counting mode, adding mode, and batching mode
Individual batch setting for each denomination
Sorts each denomination into a separate bin
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Automatically displays total value of all counted coins
Reports dollar value for each denomination and grand total
Automatic memory for batch setting
Lightweight and compact, with stylish design

Specifications

          Warranty 3 year full parts and labor extended
warranty

Power 110 VAC 45W
Size 10.2" x 13.6" x 12.1"
Weight 8.6 Pounds
Shipping Weight 9.5 Pounds
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